I learned of Barbara Starfield’s sudden death from her husband, Neil “Tony” Holtzman. In his e-mail, sent at 2:43 AM on Saturday, June, 11, 2011, Tony reported that Barbara’s absence from a simple act of nurturing, generosity, and generativity was the first sign that something was amiss—she didn’t arrive to pick up her neighbor’s children from day care.

In the hours after her death, people cried and the ether sighed with stories of simple acts of caring that were the norm for Barbara in her interactions with the world.

Just as she nurtured her 4 children, 8 grandchildren, and her neighbor’s children, Barbara Starfield nurtured thousands of people around the world. She did this through her research, her selfless passion, and her guidance of those who care about people and justice and truth. She was a mentor, a champion, a challenger, an innovator, and a scientist. She was an early supporter of the *Annals of Family Medicine* as a member of our editorial board and an author who was willing to send some of her best work to a then untried new journal, giving it credibility from her mere participation.

A recollection from another editorial board member, Kevin Grumbach, exemplifies her personal impact:

Reading the right book at the right time in one’s career can make all the difference. I picked up a copy of Barbara Starfield’s book *Primary Care: Concept, Evaluation and Policy* soon after it was published in 1992, when I was early in my career as a family physician researcher. Her conceptualization of the basic functions of primary care and her synthesis of the research evidence on the importance of these functions were revelatory to me. The ideas in her book grounded all my future research and policy work in primary care. To this day, when I give presentations on primary care policy, I almost always remind audiences of what I call “Starfield’s 4 Cardinal Cs of Primary Care.”

Soon after reading Barbara’s book, I cornered her in the hall at a national meeting where she was keynote speaker and asked for her advice on a study I was conducting measuring the attributes of primary care. She was generous with her time and wisdom, and over the subsequent 20 years I continued to learn from our periodic conversations when we encountered each other at various meetings or served on committees together. She was always passionate about primary care and the importance of primary care in achieving health equity.

Practice-based research network (PBRN) leader Mort Wasserman remembers:

Barbara Starfield was a major force in my professional life. I first met her during my fellowship and was thrilled to encounter her again on the American Academy of Pediatrics task force that led to the creation of its PBRN—Pediatric Research in Office Settings (PROS). Barbara was a guiding light on that network’s steering committee and a principal investigator of a PROS study of referrals from pediatric practice. I sought Barbara’s advice many times over the years and regularly refer to her 2 volumes and dozens of papers on primary care research. Her death is a loss to me and it also leaves a gaping hole in primary care studies—one that will only be partly filled by the many people she trained and influenced.

Lew Sandy, Senior Vice President of Clinical Advancement for UnitedHealth Group, notes:

Barbara was a singular voice and tireless advocate for primary care and population health. She held strong opinions, but those opinions were informed by an unusually wide intellectual range. She went out of her way to highlight and advance the work of her many trainees and protégés, and always fought the good fight in pursuit of better health and better health systems.

Family physician Tracy Monk, of British Columbia’s Center for Relationship Based Care, recalls:

I remember when I first met her in 2005. She was to be the keynote speaker on the second day of a 2-day health policy conference. I had never been to a health policy conference before. I did not know she was in the room when I stood up...
to comment to a presenter who was laying out a definition of quality in primary care that was all about maximization of targets in chronic disease management guidelines.

I stood up nervously, to say, “You know it’s not all about disease in primary care, and if the only thing you measure are diseases, you will miss a great deal of what matters in the lives of patients and in the work of family practice.”

I had not read any public policy papers at that point in my life.

I was going purely on my gut sense of what my day-to-day work was as a family doctor. Barbara came up to me afterward to say, “Good for you for saying that. No one ever has the nerve to say it and it is so true.” We corresponded ever since and had many lovely e-conversations and walks by watersides in different Canadian cities.

When she was in Vancouver, I loaned her my husband’s Lycra cycling shorts and took her on a bike ride along the Vancouver seawall. Maybe a little nervous on both our parts, but we had a ball! Me, a ‘lil ole family doc from Vancouver, BC, and Barbara, the straight-shooting, no-nonsense high priestess of primary care.

Missing her already…

Barbara’s nurturing was balanced with a nature that was not afraid to challenge weak thinking or unwise policy.

Kevin Grumbach continues:

Barbara was as strong willed as she was brilliant. I saw Barbara a couple of weeks before her death, and asked her whether it might be time to add a 5th “C” to her conceptual framework, patient-Centered, to capture the contemporary spirit of primary care reforms and the medical home movement. Her response was pure Barbara. “If you provide care that is accessible, comprehensive, coordinated, and with good continuity, then it will be patient-centered.”

Elizabeth Bayliss, family physician/researcher and *Annals* associate editor, recalls her as,

“always thinking out of the box, not afraid to ignore silos, and usually a step ahead of the rest of us. My first encounter with Barbara was when she gave a talk at the 2002 American Academy of Family Physicians Assembly in Denver—on the subject of how we needed to start thinking about managing multimorbidity in primary care.”

John Frey, another passionate voice for primary care and *Annals* associate editor,

“…didn’t know Barbara well but it appeared to me that she had an insight early in her health services research career that systems required a rational clinical core and that her research was driven by a desire to understand both the elements of that core—continuity, trust, breadth of scope of care, clinical decision making—and the way those elements worked their way out in the process of care, the outcomes of care, and the costs of care. She was unrelenting in her search and never rested on having completely understood it but was a true seeker for truth.

For Lillian Gelberg, a family physician whose research addresses vulnerable populations:

Barbara Starfield was a champion for primary care across the globe. Her straightforward message was supported by excellent and clear data, that countries with greater ratios of primary care clinicians had lower morbidity and mortality. She awed us all when she spoke…

Primary care researcher Moira Stewart recalls that,

She was invited along with a dozen other luminaries in 1989 to the first of 5 Foundations of Primary Care Research Conferences. The group of luminaries met for 2 days presenting their ideas and shaping a book called *Primary Care Research*. She was pivotal and incisive. However, she had a deceiving demeanour because throughout the whole 2 days, she knitted a sweater for one of her children!

Barbara Starfield literally wrote the book on primary care. She generated much of the knowledge and methods she so cogently summarized in her books. The fields of pediatrics, family medicine, general practice, and health services and health policy research felt that she was one of theirs. Barbara was beloved not only by the people who knew her personally, but by the unsung heroes of health care around the world who found in Barbara’s research and writing a scientific validation of what they rediscovered every day in their work—that relationships based on knowing and caring for the whole person over time matter.

Barbara turned this rigorous research into passionate promotion of what was right. She was an advocate for systems to support primary care relationships that turn fragmentation into integration, isolation into access, and rationing into prioritization and personalization. She used data and reason to advocate for the needs of individuals, families, and communities—for the common good over the all-too-common greed.

This work is not done.

Moira Stewart calls to mind:

The 2008 paper in *Healthcare Papers* called “Primary Care in Canada: Coming or Going?” threw down the gauntlet, as only Barbara could, to Canadian citizens, government, and researchers to pull up our socks! At a time when the environment was becoming laissez faire about primary care, permitting erosion of early gains in Canada, she eviscerated our smug contentment and raised a clarion call to re-energize. Her paper has had a massive impact, in no small measure contributing to the momentum leading to Canada’s Institutes of Health Research’s new strategic initiative on primary health care. My guess is that she has done similar punchy
analyses in many other countries, thereby improving primary care worldwide.

Ann Louise Kinmonth, Foundation Professor of General Practice at Cambridge University, recalls a mid-1990s pair (of studies) showing strong associations first between primary care strength and cost control and secondly between primary care strength and positive health care indicators, those were the days, UK doing best and USA struggling, ah, we give away the dearest things we own as if they were careless trifles....

Kevin Grumbach opines:

I think one of her greatest satisfactions was seeing so many nations across the globe incorporate her principles of primary care as foundational elements of their national health systems (Barbara advised many of these nations), and one of her greatest exasperations was the failure of her own nation to follow this blueprint for an effective, humane, and equitable health system.

According to Carol Herbert, Professor of Family Medicine and Pathology, and former dean of the Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry at the University of Western Ontario:

Barbara was an original thinker, who looked at the evidence and described what she saw: her advocacy for primary care came from her scholarship. She was both principled and pragmatic.... Though she knew that the required transformative change to health care would likely not occur in her lifetime, as a scholar she was committed to laying the evidence-based groundwork. She cared passionately about the health of individuals, with names and faces, who make up a population and about equitable health care for those who bear the disproportionate burden of illness. I considered her a role model.

Barbara continued her mentoring, incisive science, and advocacy to the end. Carolyn Clancy, Director of the (US) Agency for Healthcare Research, says:

I have heard from a number of folks who recently (past several weeks) heard from Barbara and reported her energy and passion for primary care and social justice to be at a characteristically high—intense—level. We had recently received an e-mail articulating her concerns regarding an HHS state-

Pharmaceutical remembrances, and to Bill Phillips, Robin Gotler, Claire Zimmerman, and John Frey for writing and editing help.
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This issue of the Annals features an article on the automated observation of a small number of residents in a care facility. Berke and colleagues use portable devices outfitted with tiny sensors to infer the activity level and social context of the study participants. Perhaps more importantly, the authors validate the sensor-based analysis using traditional instruments, showing that the sensor-based approach provides equivalent diagnostic utility while reducing error and reporting load on participants and increasing the temporal fidelity and richness of the data. As one of the first forays of ubiquitous sensing into the field...